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i
Abstract
Postural stability is affected by several biomechanical factors including posture, foot placement, intrinsic
muscle stiffness, and joint stiffness due to muscle co-activation. Increasing natural postural stability could
make balance control easier for individuals with diminished postural responses. However, it is not clear
which biomechanical factors most significantly contribute to the natural postural stability. The objective
of this thesis is to simulate the effect of intrinsic muscle stiffness and muscle co-activation on the postural
stability using a musculoskeletal computer model subjected to support-platform perturbations. We developed
a customized static-optimization method to encourage co-activation using joint stiffness as an intermediate
variable to improve postural stability. To this end, we also implemented a short-range stiffness muscle
model and compared its stabilizing effects to a standard Hill-type muscle model. Our result showed that co-
activation of muscles resulted in higher joint stiffness and higher postural stability and that intrinsic muscle
short-range stiffness contributed significantly to postural stability.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Attempts to understand and describe physical mechanics of the human body through computer simulation
have become one of the most interesting and challenging areas in the past decades. Biomechanical models
supply tools to analyze movement and forces in a complex system. Employing computer software provides
ability to study the biomechanics of the body in a safe simulation environment. Besides, it provides possibility
to perform a large number of simulated experiments in a short time. These benefits led to a high demand
for simulators and nowadays, there are dozens of software toolkits available for simulation such as OpenSim,
ArtiSynth, FEBio, etc. These simulators provide facilities to analyze a variety of biomechanical tasks like
gait, jumping, or standing. Standing balance is one of the biomechanical demands that the human body
should be able to perform perfectly for many different daily movements. Failure to stand or walk with good
stability can lead to falls and, in turn, bone fractures.
The stability of the body has two main contributors: natural (or intrinsic) stability and active responses
from the central nervous system. These two components of stability have a distinct effect on postural
stability. Depending on the posture of the body and external stimuli, one component can become more
important compared to the other. The bodys intrinsic stability becomes more important when ones reflex
and active posture responses to external perturbations are delayed or diminished, and can partly compensate
for diminished reactions to maintain balance. In such a case, higher intrinsic stability can lead to less need for
feedback responses. The intrinsic stability of the human body is affected by different biomechanical factors,
such as muscle stiffness, muscle co-activation, body posture, etc., but the degree to which these factors can
affect the bodys intrinsic stability is unclear.
This thesis describes the development and evaluation of new computer simulation tools that help to
describe the relationship between muscle co-activation and joint stiffness estimated from the intrinsic Short
Range Stiffness (SRS) of muscle tissue and the effect of joint stiffness on postural stability. In this thesis, we
develop a new static optimization formulation that uses a target joint stiffness to elicit co-activated muscle
recruitment. We also developed a new muscle model to capture intrinsic SRS of the muscle, which leads to
more accurate joint stiffness. Furthermore, we implemented a feature into OpenSim to measure joint stiffness.
Finally, we performed posture simulations to investigate the effect of co-activation and SRS of the muscle
on posture balance. The degree to which the muscle co-activation and SRS can increase postural stability,
however, is an open question; therefore, our objective is to use biomechanical simulations to quantify the
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increase in postural stability that is achieved by the co-activation and SRS.
1.1 Motivation
Maintaining balance while standing and walking is typically accomplished with ease and taken for granted by
most healthy individuals. In contrast, diminished balance control, which is prevalent among adults over the
age of 65, poses a significant health concern that is reflected in a much higher rate of fall-related injury [19].
Falls among older adults may be caused by several reasons, such as muscle weakness (particularly in the
legs), poor balance control, sensory problems, reflex problems, etc. These problems subsequently lead to
serious injuries and make the person, who is affected, less likely to be independent. For example, falls are
responsible for over 95% of hip fractures [49]. Due to higher rate of falls in seniors in comparison to the
younger people [65], it becomes more important to focus on old aged group and find strategies that could
decrease the fall rate in older adults.
Falls and fall-related fractures in older adults is a growing concern as the median population age rises [42].
In 2010, eight per cent of the world population (about 524 million people) was 65 years old or above and
this number was predicted to triple by 2050 [46]. Older adult population (aged 65 or older) is predicted
to outnumber children aged 5 years old or below in the next few years [45]. While the total population
growth rate decreased in past decades, older people population increased significantly [44]. Owing to better
educations, sanitation, nutrition status, and comprehensive health care in developed countries, people live
significantly longer. Accordingly, the old population growth rate is higher in these countries compared to
developing countries [61]. In line with this, the Canadian population is also aging fast. The older population
is predicted to be 24.7% of the total population in 2051 [41]. Figure 1.1 demonstrates that since 1975 there
has been a marked decrease in the world population growth rate, while the population of older adults started
to increase. It is predicted that this number reaches a peak between 2025 and 2030.
A larger population of older adults, which is associated with higher risk of falling, can lead to some major
problems. Though, bone fractures and serious brain injuries frequently happen in the older adults, which
can also lead to death. It has been report that the type of the injury associated with a fall can vary from
one age group to another [65]. They report more often injuries to knee and head in the older group. Each
year, millions of people receive medical treatments due to age related falls and the cost of treating goes up
with age [18, 64].
Average cost for fall related injury, for each person, is reported to be $35,000 (in 2006) and it is among
one of the 20 most expensive medical treatments [7]. Canadian health care costs are predicted to rise to more
than $2.4 billion by 2041 [68]. In 2013, 1-year incremental healthcare costs for fall-related fractures were
estimated at $137 million for women and $57 million for men [32]. Fall-related fractures among older adults
not only increase health care costs, but are also associated with great pain and morbidity for individuals
afflicted [43] [53].
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Figure 1.1: Average annual growth rate of total population and population aged 60 or above. World
total population growth rate has started to decrease since 1975-80, while the population of older adults
are having an increasing growth rate. The image is taken from [44]
It is not surprising that a fall in an older adult could lead to serious injuries and pain, but it also could
lead to fear of falling. There is a significant correlation between a previous fall and fear of falling in older
adults. This fear of falling can be prevented for better life quality in those people suffering from [57]. Aside
from the injuries and pain, healing time for older adults suffering from a bone fracture, caused by a fall, is
extremely long.
The increasing population of older adults and higher risk of falls in this group can cause both social
health care and personal costs. Unfortunately, balance treatment programs are commonly initiated once an
individual has experienced a fall. Therefore, new methods for improving balance, before a fall occurs, are
needed. Improvement of natural postural stability can improve balance and reduce the risk of a fall.
Investigating ways to improve balance and postural stability in individuals using experimental measure-
ment alone makes it difficult to assess the relative importance of the various biomechanical factors that affect
postural stability. Some of these factors, such as joint stiffness, are not available for direct measurement.
Therefore, those parameters should be measured indirectly. Also, using a simulation environment, it is feasi-
ble to change one factor while keeping the rest of the factors constant. But, this approach is not possible in
a study with human participant. Moreover, during a human participant experiment the participant’s safety
is paramount. Support platform perturbation is a common experimental setup for assessing stability [27],
but large perturbations that make the participant fall could be unsafe for human participants. Simulating
perturbations with a Three Dimensional (3D) musculoskeletal computer model avoids safety concerns and
allows us to manipulate biomechanical factors, such as intrinsic muscle stiffness and muscle co-activation,
and assess their relative importance to stance stability.
It is feasible to improve a variety of factors to elevate postural stability. In this regard, highlighting muscle
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recruitment and encouraging muscle co-activation are some potential possibilities. Muscle co-activation is a
phenomenon in which a muscle is activated accordingly with its opposing muscle. For instance, knee has two
groups of muscles: knee flexors and knee extensors. Co-activation happens when both groups are activated
at the same time for an specific tasks. The knee flexors are activated when a person intends to flex his/her
knee. This group is called agonist muscles in this task. The opposing group for this task, extensors, are
called antagonist muscles. Higher agonist and antagonist muscle activations may improve stability of stance
by increasing the stiffness of joints and stabilizing them.
1.2 Problem
Our hypothesis is that higher muscle co-activation and joint stiffness, estimated from muscle stiffness, will
lead to higher postural stability. We can evaluate this hypothesis with computer simulation, but there are a
number of technical problems that need to be addressed in order to create simulations:
1. Simulation techniques for muscle recruitment commonly employ optimization to spread joint torques
among multiple redundant muscles [17]. A common optimization criterion is minimization of muscle
forces or activations, but this also minimizes co-activation, as it spreads forces among agonist muscles
and minimizes activations of antagonists. Therefore, a new set of formula should be implemented to
encourage co-activation.
2. Accurate measurement of muscle stiffness plays a crucial role in the estimation of a joint stiffness.
Recent works have demonstrated that Hill-type muscle models result in a remarkable underestimation
of stiffness of the arm and knee [28, 52]. However, this model is one of the most accurate and precise
models for muscle and is highly tested and widely used in different simulation software such as OpenSim
and Artisynth [14, 35]. In a static equilibrium, muscle stiffness is dominated by the SRS and therefore
joint stiffness can be directly estimated from SRS of muscles, which is proportional to the muscle force
and inverse of the muscle optimal fiber length [12]. Therefore, a new muscle model is necessary to
capture the intrinsic SRS. The SRS has not yet been incorporated in forward dynamics simulations (
e.g. to investigate the effect of the SRS on postural stability). However, recent studies have used SRS
to map muscle stiffness to joint stiffness [28, 52].
3. OpenSim provides facilities to measure a variety of parameters in a model, which would be hard or
nearly impossible to measure directly in an experiment; OpenSim does not provide a built-in way
to measure joint stiffness. Consequently, a new technique to measure the joint stiffness seems to be
necessary.
4. There is a need for a simulation environment to execute simulations of support platform perturbations
for systematically testing postural stability for different levels of muscle co-activation and joint stiffness.
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This simulation should provide a proper way to examine the stability of the model and compare it to
the stability of other model setups.
1.3 Solution
In this section, we will describe our solutions for the problems, which are mentioned, in order to test our
hypothesis. Each problem is addressed in this section briefly, and then with complete details and results in
the next chapters.
1. Several studies focused on an objective function selection and tested the output’s sensitivity based on the
objective function and parameters selection [3, 24, 10, 21]. Additionally, a few investigations have been
done to make the optimization more computationally efficient by selecting a linear objective function
and converting the problem to a linear problem. [55, 50]. A few select approaches have performed
static optimization while allowing co-activation, including separate optimization for flexor and extensor
muscle groups [52]. These previous approaches, to simulate co-activation, require a direct prescription
of the degree of co-activation; however, it would be better to allow co-activation to arise naturally
based on a related physiological parameter. To address this problem, we used joint stiffness as an
intermediate variable, in our new optimization formulation, to let the muscles freely choose activations
by setting a target stiffness at a desired joint. Increasing the stiffness of the joint would result in higher
activations of agonist and antagonist muscles which are associated with that specific joint. Using this
technique, we performed optimizations on a range of stiffnesses at the target joint (knee). To estimate
the target joint stiffness, we used muscle stiffness and mapped stiffness of muscles, which are related to
the corresponding joint, to the joint stiffness.
2. To overcome the second problem, we developed a new SRSMuscle model (SRSMuscle) in OpenSim.
The SRSMuscle model is an extension to PathSpring — a spring, which can path two or more points —
and the stiffness of this model is represented as SRS of the muscle [52]. This implementation provides
the ability to estimate, accurately, the stiffness of the joint from the muscle stiffness. Joint stiffness
is especially important in static equilibrium and is mostly dominated by muscle SRS in this situation.
We evaluated stiffness produced by the SRSMuscle model by comparing knee stiffness to experimental
data. SRS model is used to estimate joint stiffness in new technique for static equilibrium optimization
which makes it possible to have controlled level of co-activation in muscles. This is especially important
because the methods employed by others for optimization do not allow activation at all or with certain
constraints. The new SRSMuscle model, which is developed in OpenSim, also allows to integrate SRS
in our posture perturbation simulations.
3. Joint stiffness is defined as the ratio between a small change in applied torque at a joint and a small
displacement of that joint. It states the extent to which the joint can resist in response to an applied
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force. There are two approaches that can be used to measure the joint stiffness. In the first approach,
the analytical approach, the relationship between applied toques to the joint and its stiffness, could
be expanded to an equation that relates the stiffness of the joint to a set of applied forces, moment
arms, and moment arm derivatives. The second approach, to measure the joint stiffness, is to calculate
the partial derivative of the joint with respect to its coordinate, numerically. This approach is not
as fast as the first approach, but does not need moment arms and moment arm derivatives as direct
inputs. Hence, in a situation, when the moment arm derivatives are unknown, this approach could be
convenient way to measure the joint stiffness.
4. Although employing static-optimization to achieve co-activation with a SRSMuscle model solves the
underestimated stiffness problem of Hill-type muscle and provides ability to accurately estimate the
joint stiffness, a new simulation setup is necessary to study the effect of different levels of co-activation
on postural stability. We employed posture perturbation setup and modified it to match our study [58].
First, we added new controls for the SRSMuscle model to be able to simulate both posture models
(model with the Hill-type muscles and the SRSMuscles). We also created a new storage to collect
data, such as model states, forces, torques, and etc., from simulations, and put data in corresponding
directories. At the end, we created bash scripts to run desired simulations automatically.
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
1. Design and implementation of a new technique for optimization that allows co-activation of agonist and
antagonist muscles together based on a target joint stiffness. The new static optimization formulation
is evaluated by investigating the convergence of the cost function. Optimizer converges by satisfying
the constraints and convergence tolerance.
2. Implementation and utilization of the SRSMuscle model in optimization and forward simulation. The
stiffness of the SRSMuscle is compared to experimental data over a range of knee extension torque.
Experimental data for the knee stiffness is reported versus knee extension torque [52]. Therefore, we
selected a range of torque values for the knee extension, and for each torque value, we performed an
optimization to find minimum activations that are needed to produce such a torque. The knee stiffness,
which was calculated based on these activations, is compared to experimental data.
3. Implementation and evaluation of two methods (numerical and analytical) to measure joint stiffness
for a musculoskeletal model in OpenSim. These approaches are tested and verified with different force
models including bushing force, spring, and Hill-type muscle.
4. Simulation-based analysis of posture stability. We evaluated the stability of Hill-type and SRSMuscle
models with 16 co-activation (and force) levels using a perturbation-based simulation environment.
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The stability of stability of the different model configurations was compared to determine the effect of
co-activation and muscle stiffness on postural stability.
1.5 Thesis Outline
In this section, we will describe the overview of the thesis. This thesis is arranged in six chapters. Current
chapter, Chapter 1, described the main motivation for this work, and problems that should be addressed.
Furthermore, possible solutions and main contributions of this thesis were explained.
• Chapter 2 presents background information on topics that are necessary for the understanding of
the following chapters of this thesis. This includes description of the different biomechanical models
including muscles, bones and joints. This chapter also covers a background on the stability of the body,
as well as simulation techniques (inverse/forward dynamics and static optimization).
• Chapter 3 is designated to cover new optimization formulation and its results. A new technique to
measure the joint stiffness, in OpenSim, is described and tested with different force models. The
limitations of the new static-optimization technique are also discussed in this chapter.
• Chapter 4 describes the SRS model, the reason for its necessity, and the way in which it can be integrated
into OpenSim and forward simulations. We provided a detailed description that explains the benefits
that our work can gain from using SRSMuscle. The SRSMuscle model is implemented and employed
in optimization and forward simulations.
• Chapter 5 describes our simulations of postural stability with different model configurations. This
chapter provides details of our technique, to measure overall stability of a model configuration, by
perturbing the support platform beneath the model. The effect of co-activation on the postural stability
and the degree in which the SRSMuscle or Hill-type muscle can be integrated to standing stability, is
investigated.
• Chapter 6 provides a summary of the thesis. It presents the main contributions of the thesis, limitations
of the work, and directions for future work that can improve the result of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter focuses on novel computer simulation techniques that are applied to analyze postural stabil-
ity. In this chapter, we provide background on computer simulation of musculoskeletal systems. Section 2.1
describes model structure in OpenSim and the model we employed for this thesis. Section 2.2 will include
inverse and forward dynamics as well as static optimization. The last section of this chapter (section 2.3)
provides background on stability of stance and several factors that can affect it.
2.1 Lower Extremity Model
The lower limb model is a well-designed and validated model that is available to be employed in different
studies in OpenSim (Figure 2.1). It is available in the OpenSim package under the name of gait2354 (23
refers to the number of DOFs of the model and 54 refers to the number of muscles). This model is a modified
and improved version of [15] which is introduced to describe a lower extremity model based on experimental
measurement and has corrected several known inaccuracies. The model enables simulation of lower limb
and accurate examination of hip, knee, and ankle joints. The model has 19 degrees of freedom for the hip,
knee, ankle, and subtalar joints. To produce joint torques, the model includes 54 Hill-type lower extremity
muscles [39].
The skeleton of the model includes rigid bodies that represent the pelvis, femur, patella, tibia, fibula, talus,
calcaneus, metatarsals, and phalanges bones. Joints of the model are custom joint which is the most generic
joint model implemented in OpenSim. This joint provides 3 rotational coordinates as well as 3 translational
coordinates. Contact point of pelvis and femur makes hip joint. Six muscle groups are responsible for hip
joint movements including adduction, abduction, flexion, extension, internal rotation, and external rotations
to provide 3 rotational movements to the hip. The knee joint is also a custom joint and provides one rotational
coordinate. Two muscle groups knee extension and knee flexion are responsible for knee movements. The
ankle also provides two types of movements, flexion/extension and internal rotation/external rotations.
The model has 54 Hill-type muscles divided into different groups to provide force actuation to the model.
Appendix A provides detailed information about each muscle in the model. There are two limit forces to keep
the movement of the knee and lumbar extension coordinates within a physiological range and prevent these
coordinates from further movements. Hunt Crossley Force (HCF) model is used to represent contact between
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Figure 2.1: Lower extremity model was used for this thesis along with Support platform (cyan
rectangle) and contact geometries (cyan spheres). The model’s posture was configured in such a way
that the centre of mass (COM) and centre of pressure (COP) was initially aligned to the centroid of
the base of support
each foot and the ground. Two bushing forces are implemented at the knee and back. The non-muscle forces
are controlled by parameters provided as part of the model. However, the amount of force generated by each
muscle is controllable by the amount of activation supplied to the muscle. This model was employed to run
the examinations in OpenSim for this thesis.
Figure 2.2 shows the model with 9 selected muscles. Among all 27 muscles in the one side of the model,
we opted to present these muscles, because these muscles are highly affected by stiffness based optimization
and were activated more than 10% at the highest level of target stiffness.
2.2 OpenSim
This section introduces common tools in OpenSim and the way in which those are used in this thesis.
2.2.1 Software Overview
OpenSim is an open source, user extensible software system for biomechanical modeling, simulations, and
analysis that enables a wide range of studies [14]. It was developed at the Simbios center at Stanford
University and released in 2007. Since then, it has been upgraded in several releases allowing users to
employ it in different areas of studies such as rehabilitation, orthopedics, ergonomics, and robotics. OpenSim
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Figure 2.2: Nine muscles of the model are shown in the Figure: Tibialis Anterior (Tib-Ant), Me-
dial Gastrocnemius (Med-Gas), Vastus Intermedius (Vas-Int), Rectus Femoris (Rect-Fem), Psoas Ma-
jor (Psoas), Sartorius (Sar), Short Head of Biceps Femoris (Bifemsh), Long Head of Biceps Femoris
(Bifemlh).
includes a number of musculoskeletal models that have been developed and shared by different research
groups. These include an arm model [26], lower extremity models [15], shoulder model (MaBas et al. in
prep), and lumbar spine model [8]. Unlike other simulators that use full coordinate representations (e.g.
ArtiSynth) in which each rigid body gets 6 Degrees of Freedom (DOF) and extra constraint equations are
added for joints, OpenSim uses internal coordinates for modeling which means each joint gets a certain
number of DOF defined by the user and other DOFs for that joint are constrained by default [59].
In an OpenSim model, there is one rigid body for the root of the model and the rest of the rigid bodies
are children and can be parents for other components. This means each component can have a child or
children, but will only have one parent component. Therefore, an OpenSim model form a directed acyclic
graph. Figure 2.3 shows the tree structure for the lower extremity model used in this thesis.
In a broad view, OpenSim is beneficial in identifying cause-effect relationships, visualizing complex move-
ment patterns, and probe parameters that are hard to measure. In OpenSim, one can identify the cause of
an event and its effect on the overall system. For example, one can manipulate the model to see factors that
cause a crouched gait, and by the means of simulation, it is possible to evaluate its effect on gait. (Three
Dimensional (3D) visualization of a simulation can be done by using the OpenSim’s Graphical User Interface
(GUI) written in Java. OpenSim also provides probes to measure different parameters during a simulation.
Furthermore, OpenSim provides tools for forward and inverse dynamics with robust optimization algo-
rithms as well as powerful tools for simulations such as integrators. The OpenSim GUI is written in Java
and provides access to features such as inverse and forward dynamic simulation and static optimizations
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knee_r knee_l
ankle_r ankle_l
subtalar_r subtalar_l
mtp_r mtp_l
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ground_platform ground_pelvis
ground
platform pelvis
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Figure 2.3: Topological view of the lower extremity model in OpenSim. Ground is the root of the
model and parent to two other rigid bodies (platform and pelvis). Each node, in the tree, represents
a rigid body in the model. Each edge in the tree represents a joint.
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to run and analyze simulations. There is also a plotter that enables users to plot a variety of data from
the simulation results like torques, forces, moment arms, etc. of each joint. The OpenSim’s Application
Program Interface (API) is written in C++ and not only provides same features as the GUI, but also en-
ables the user to make new analysis, add new features, and build new models. OpenSim uses SimBody, a
high-performance, full-featured toolkit for internal coordinate multibody dynamic simulations that lend basic
elements for simulations in OpenSim [60].
2.2.2 Inverse Dynamics
Inverse dynamics (ID) is the process of calculating forces and moments from measured kinematic information
such as position, velocity, and acceleration. OpenSim needs kinematic information as well as necessary
external reaction forces, and the model coordinates, to perform ID. Results of ID would be the kinetic
information (forces and moments) which are necessary to keep the model in desired position and state. For a
given posture, ID along with static optimization can be used in biomechanical simulations to predict which
muscles should be activated and the net forces of those muscles. In robotics, moreover, ID can estimate the
amount of torques that motors must generate to achieve a certain motion.
external loading (GRF)
joint torques (t)
experimental
joint kinematics 
(q,q,q)
Figure 2.4: Data flow for inverse dynamics simulations in a joint torque driven model. Ground
Reaction Force (GRF) and joint kinematics are used to calculate the joint torque. (Adapted from [17])
Figure 2.4 shows data flow of ID. Inputs to the system are the external loading (GRF) and the joint
kinematics. The goal of ID is to calculate desired torques (or forces) to follow a predefined posture or motion
trajectory. For example, given a certain posture to the lower extremity model in OpenSim, ID can determine
necessary torques to allow model to hold a predefined posture or to follow a prescribed movement trajectory.
The equations of motion for a musculoskeletal model are given as:
M(q)q¨+C(q, q˙) +G(q) = τ (2.1)
where q, q˙ and q¨ ∈ Rn are vectors of position, velocity, and acceleration. The DOF in the model are
represented by n. M,C, and G are the system mass matrix, the vector of coriolis and centrifugal forces, and
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the vector of gravitational forces, respectively. The vector of torques (τ ) is the only term of the equation 2.1,
which is unknown and can be computed from the known terms of the left hand side of the equation in ID.
The kinematic information of the equation (q, q˙ and q¨) can be obtained from inverse kinematics and motion
capture techniques.
In this thesis, ID was used to determine a natural standing posture for the musculoskeletal model. A
crouched posture provides better intrinsic stability compared to an upright one [63]. Therefore, we fixed the
model’s knee angle at 16 degrees of flexion, which is referred to as a mild crouch posture in [63]. The other
joints coordinates in the model are then calculated using ID.
2.2.3 Optimization
Optimization can be used with ID to spread computed torques among muscles. Several global and local opti-
mization algorithms including Interior Point, Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA), and Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) have been implemented to be used in OpenSim. The objective function of the
optimization problem can be defined in a variety of ways to be optimized subject to constraints of the prob-
lem. For instance, to spread torques gathered from ID among muscles, in order to keep the model in a
predefined posture, one can minimize the sum of muscle forces (the objective function) subject to minimiza-
tion of joint accelerations (constraining accelerations to zero).
inverse 
dynamics
experimental
joint kinematics (q,q,q)
joint torques (t)
muscle activation (a )
i
optimal muscle 
activations
updated muscle activations
f (a
M
0 ≤ a
M
≤ 1
q = 0
|(F
MT
,q) −
*
k |
)
=0
Figure 2.5: Static optimization with inverse dynamics. Joint kinematics are input to this system
collected from experimental data. Muscle activations are parameters which should be optimized. A
conventional starting point would be setting all muscle activations to maximum (1). f(aM ) is objective
function. q¨ = 0 and |k(FMT , q)− k∗ = 0| are constraints. (Adapted from [17])
Figure 2.5 shows data flow for static optimization with ID. Joint kinematics are collected from experiments.
ID plays an important role in conversion of these kinematics to joint torques. Afterwards, the optimization was
used to determine the minimum muscle activations to satisfy the problem criteria. Initial muscle activations
can be set to any arbitrary number, but as a starting point for optimization, it plays an important role in
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finding an optimal solution.
In this thesis, we used optimization for three different purposes. First, we developed a new formulation
to constraint joint stiffness to a target stiffness in order to encourage co-activation of muscles (chapter 3).
Second, it was used along with ID to determine a natural standing posture for the model. This model was
used in chapter 4 for stiffness based optimizations of the knee and in chapter 5 for the stability test. Third,
we used optimization to create different knee extension torques to verify the stiffness of the Short Range
Stiffness (SRS) model (chapter 4).
2.2.4 Forward Dynamics
In opposition to ID, Forward Dynamics (FD) is designed to calculate kinematic information of the system
from the applied torques and state of the system. In OpenSim, the state of the system is the set of joint
angles, joint angular velocities, muscle fiber lengths, and muscle fiber shortening velocity. The skeleton is
modeled as the set of rigid bodies; therefore, accelerations can be described in terms of inertia and applied
forces as follows:
q¨ = M(q)−1[C(q, q˙) +G(q) + F ] (2.2)
where q¨ is the vector of accelerations calculated as M(q)−1 (inverse of the mass matrix) times the total
applied forces and torques. Torques that are applied to the system are the sum of all joint torques (τ ) in
addition to coriolis and centrifugal forces, (C(q, q)), gravitational forces(G(q)), and other external applied
forces (F ). In OpenSim, the following inputs are required in order to apply FD to a model: actuators
(for example: muscles), controls (activations of the muscles or other controls), and external forces (e.g.,
foot-to-ground contact model).
Figure 2.6 illustrates the data flow for an open loop controller based simulation. In this Figure ( 2.6),
controllers adjust muscle forces based on the controller definition. Open loop simulation integrates the
dynamics equation starting from initial state without feedback. After applying the muscle activations, forces
of the muscles are computed and then coordinate accelerations are calculated and numerically integrated
to compute the next state of the system in terms of positions and velocity of the coordinates. Integrating
equation 2.2 would result in system coordinates velocity (q˙) and positions (q). OpenSim provides a number
of numerical integrators that the users can choose from depending on the problem.
For the posture perturbation simulations in this thesis, we used forward dynamics open loop simulations
with a 5th-order Runge-Kutta-Feldberg integrator. The objective of these simulations is to identify the
stability of different model configurations (level of the muscle co-activation and type of the muscle model).
2.2.5 Force Generators
To generate movement of rigid bodies and objects as well as to apply forces, OpenSim provides a collection
of force elements. Springs are one of the actuators and force generators which could be employed in a point
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Figure 2.6: Forward dynamic simulation diagram. Inputs to the system are muscle excitation (cal-
culated from muscle activation) and initial model kinematics (q, q˙ and q¨). Numerical integration from
equation of the system (Equation 2.2) would result in joint kinematics in a given time.
to point manner between two objects (PointToPointSpring), or it could be spread among several objects by
routing through two or more points (PathSpring). Contact forces to provide support between the ground
and the model or between peripheral objects and the model, are implemented in the OpenSim using a Hunt
Crossley Force (HCF) model. Along with these elements for force generation there are other types of forces
such as bushing forces and coordinate limit forces (which limits movement of coordinate between certain
angles).
Figure 2.7 lists all of the different types of forces available in OpenSim. All of these forces are inherited from
Force class and each has its own specifications. Actuators is one of the force types in the OpenSim that can
be derived and expanded. This is the base configuration for any type of actuators that are used in OpenSim.
OpenSim provides different actuators such as CoordinatActuators, PointActuators, PointToPointActuators,
TorqueActuatores, and PathActuators. Muscles are, in fact, a type of PathActuator.
Muscles are one of the most important force generators in the OpenSim. A muscle model is a component
that transforms activation to force. Based on the complexity and accuracy of the muscle model, results
can be compared with experimental studies. In OpenSim, a muscle model consist of a muscle in series
with a tendon. Four types of muscles are provided as follows: Rigid tendon muscles (RigidTendonMuscle),
Thelen model (textitThelen2003Muscle), and two Millard models, (Millard2012AccelerationMuscle and Mil-
lard2012EquilibriumMuscle). All of these models are a subclass of the Muscle class in OpenSim as shown in
Figure 2.8.
Millard2012EquilibriumMuscle is a Hill-type muscle model in which the force of the muscle is calculated
from addition of both active and passive force. In an equilibrium muscle model, the force generated by the
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OpenSim::Actuator_
OpenSim::BushingForce
OpenSim::CoordinateLimitForce
OpenSim::ElasticFoundationForce
OpenSim::ExpressionBasedBushingForce
OpenSim::ExpressionBasedCoordinateForce
OpenSim::ExpressionBasedPointToPointForce
OpenSim::ExternalForce
OpenSim::FunctionBasedBushingForce
OpenSim::HuntCrossleyForce
OpenSim::Ligament
OpenSim::PathSpring
OpenSim::PointToPointSpring
OpenSim::PrescribedForce
OpenSim::SpringGeneralizedForce
OpenSim::Force
Figure 2.7: Class diagram of all force generators in OpenSim. Actuators is one of the classes. It is
derived by several classes to form different types of actuators.
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OpenSim::Actuator
CoordinateActuator
PointActuator
PathActuator
TorqueActuator
PointToPointActuator
ClutchedPathSpring
Muscle
RigidTendonMuscle
Millard2012AccelerationMuscle
Millard2012EquilibriumMuscle
ActivationFiberLengthMuscle
Thelen2003Muscle
Figure 2.8: Actuators hierarchy in OpenSim. Muscle is a member of PathActuator class.
muscle fiber itself and the tendon is considered to be equal [39]. The active force of the muscle is calculated
using an activation — a number between 0 and 1 — and is affected by the velocity and length of the muscle
fiber.
Figure 2.9: A muscle model consist of a contractile element (CE) arranged in parallel with an elastic
element, representing muscle fibers. Both are in series with another elastic element representing tendon
(T). FM and FT are muscle and tendon forces, respectively. α is pennation angle. Adapted from [47]
Figure 2.9 represents a Hill-type muscle diagram along with tendon. Figure 2.10 shows the active and
passive parts of the force generated by a muscle as a function of its length. The peak for the active part of
the force generated by the muscle fiber occurs at optimal length of the muscle and decreases when muscle
becomes longer than its optimal length. However, the passive part starts generating force at lengths greater
than the optimal fiber length.
2.3 Stability of Body
Postural stability is the ability to keep one’s vertical Center of Mass (COM), with minimum sway, inside the
Boundary of Support (BOS) defined by the area enclosed between one’s feet. An amount of unavoidable sway
due to small perturbation within the body or from external sources can happen without affecting balance
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Figure 2.10: Active and passive tension of muscle fibers. These tensions are a function of length of
the muscle fibers.
while for larger perturbations compensation is necessary. Balance control involves the body responding to
external disturbances such as slippery surfaces, voluntary movements of the upper body, and external pushes.
Since body motion can take place in all planes of motion, all coordinates are involved for posture stability
and it is a difficult ability to recover.
To have a better understanding of postural stability, one should first have knowledge of factors that
can affect it. Stability of the body should be preserved in order to stand or walk, and when an external
perturbation disrupts the body’s equilibrium, the body should be able to properly counter the perturbations.
Postural stability of the body has two components to perform this task: natural (or intrinsic) stability of
one’s body, and the feedback responses that are engaged following a perturbation to react and maintain
stability. Each component has its own effect on the stability and one of them can become more important
compared to the other in different situations.
Responses to inputs from the sensory system are one strategy by which the body preserves its stability.
However, responses from the nervous system are only one aspect of those strategies that the body uses
to preserve its balance. Another aspect is the body’s intrinsic mechanical stability. The body’s built-in or
intrinsic stability includes passive responses to perturbations that do not require active feedback control. The
intrinsic stability of one’s stance and gait pattern may partly compensate for diminished feedback responses
to external stimuli and play an important role in the maintenance of balance. The greater the intrinsic
stability, the less need for fast, and accurate reactive responses to control balance [27]. For this reason,
the characterization of a patient’s intrinsic stability may inform the assessment of fall risk in older adults.
Nonetheless, such potential has yet to be studied. In order to unlock this potential, we must first understand
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the degree to which different biomechanical factors affect intrinsic postural stability.
A number of biomechanical factors may contribute to the intrinsic stability of stance and help to com-
pensate for diminished feedback responses. These include foot placement, postural configuration of the body,
tonic muscle activity, intrinsic muscle properties, and behavioral factors (anticipation, attention, mood,
fear) [63]. For example, foot placement can help to increase postural stability and prevent the body from
swaying and falling. Furthermore, it has been suggested that foot placement direction and width had a
significant effect on postural stability of construction workers working on stilts [48] . They found that stand-
ing with one’s feet parallel to each other is more stable than placing one foot ahead of the other one and
that a wider stance generally increased postural stability. Conversely, a recent simulation study found an
unintuitive result that wider stance required more feedback response to maintain stability [2]. The intrin-
sic properties of muscles and tendons such as force-length and force-velocity properties also contribute to
the stability of the body by instantaneously and passively responding to perturbations [4]. A recent study,
using 3D musculoskeletal simulation, demonstrated that removing muscle intrinsic properties decreases the
stability of a walking model under variety of perturbations [29]. Body posture is another factor that plays
an important role in stability. For example, simulations have verified the intuitive notion that a crouched
posture is intrinsically more stable than fully upright [63].
Muscle recruitment is another important factor in regulating intrinsic postural stability. Co-activation
of antagonist muscles has been identified as the main mechanism to actively control joint stiffness in limb
movements [25] and plays a role in many motor tasks [31, 13]. Naturally, co-activation of agonist and
antagonist muscles happens in different tasks performed by muscles. In this regard, muscle co-activation is
necessary for stabilization of shoulder, elbow, wrist, and finger [69]. Co-activation can also result in stiffer
joint and could lead to more stability. Hence, increasing co-activation of the agonist and antagonist muscles
at hip, knee, and/or ankle may result in higher stability. Measuring postural stability is commonly done
by analyzing the body’s center of mass projected to the ground (COM) relative to the body’s boundary of
support (BOS), which is the area of the ground enclosed by the feet. A person (or model) is considered to be
stable if their COM lies within the BOS. For our simulations, the model’s posture was configured in such a
way that the COM was initially aligned to the centroid of the BOS (Figure 2.1). During posture perturbation
simulations, the time from the end of the perturbation to the time at which the COM leaves the BOS was
measured as the time-to-fall. The time-to-fall was then converted to a stability index as a metric of overall
postural stability of the model, the details of which are explained in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Static Optimization
Optimization is the process of selecting the best possible solution for a specific problem with well-defined
objectives under well-defined conditions (constraints). The optimization algorithms fall into two categories:
global and local algorithms. A parametric function known as objective function, loss function, or cost
function (usually in minimization), is the optimization problem, in which parameters have to be optimized
(usually minimized or maximized) subject to a set of equality and/or inequality constraints. Optimization
is a common method to solve system identification problems in biomechanical studies. In this chapter we
explore how optimization can be used to calculate a set of muscle forces or activations in order to perform a
task in a musculoskeletal model and develop a new optimization formulation that can improve the accuracy
of such simulations.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Static Optimization
Optimization is used to solve a number of different problems in biomechanical simulations. For instance,
optimization can be used along with Inverse Dynamics (ID) to spread net joint torques into individual
muscle forces. Static optimization is a common approach to select muscle activations or muscle forces that
are required to achieve desired joint torques. The “static” qualifier in the term static optimization refers to
the fact that this problem is solved at only one instance in time. Such problems are typically redundant:
multiple combinations of muscle forces can result in the same net joint torque; therefore, we need some criteria
to select a particular, desirable set of muscle forces from all possible combinations. The objective is usually
to minimize the energy necessary to perform the biomechanical task [17]. For a static equilibrium task, such
as standing, minimizing the sum of squared muscle activations, while constraining joint accelerations to zero,
is a standard way to distribute forces among muscles to stabilize a model [11, 30].
In OpenSim, an optimization solver algorithm would be chosen based on the type of problem. For an
unconstrained problem with unbounded coordinates, OpenSim will use Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (LBFGS) [34], while for problems with constraints to satisfy, the Interior Point
(IPOPT) algorithm would be used to enforce the constraints [66]. Furthermore, users can provide their own
algorithm to solve an optimization problem in OpenSim. Since our problem had constraints, we used Interior
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Point algorithm to solve the problem.
In an optimizations related to a biomechanical task of a musculoskeletal model, the objective function,
to some extend, minimizes the required forces or torques. Usually, desired joint torques are calculated from
ID. When joint torques are calculated, optimization is a reliable way to distribute torques among muscles.
The objective functions, such as minimization of energy costs to perform the task, minimization of muscle
stress, or sum of squared muscle forces or muscle activation, commonly are opted to solve the problem. One
common approach, to perform static optimization in OpenSim, is to minimize the sum of squared muscle
activations [11, 30]. Using this function, as an objective, provides straightforward analytical equation for its
gradient that can be used in optimization to reduce the problem solving time.
3.1.2 Co-activation of Muscles in Static Optimization
Muscle co-activation happens in a situation where the agonist and antagonist muscles activate together to
support and stabilize the corresponding joint. For example, to stiffen the elbow, biceps and triceps muscles
can be activated simultaneously (co-activated). Traditional static optimization results in limited muscle co-
activation because the optimization’s objective function minimizes forces or activations of antagonist muscles.
The co-activation of agonist and antagonist muscles has a profound effect on stabilizing body movements
and is involved in a variety of daily activities [1, 62]. Higher co-activation can take place when a person
is walking on a slippery surface, and even when the person expects a slippery surface [6]. Besides, the
activation of agonist and antagonist muscles progressively increases with age. Current studies suggest that
older adults have more co-activation in the electromyography (EMG) signal gathered from their muscles [36,
38, 40]. Therefore understanding the effects of muscle co-activation on postural stability may be important
for understanding balance in older adults.
It is widely believed that the co-activation of agonist and antagonist muscles, increase joint stability and
reduce joint laxity in higher limb velocity [23, 22]. Furthermore, high co-activation might increase stiffness of
the joints and provide more control over body stability. Therefore, higher co-activation might be a strategy
by which body elevates its stability during standing or gait [36, 38]. Some other studies, on the other hand,
suggest that higher amount of co-activation is a consequence of aging, which subsequently results in lower
control over the stability by reducing the movability of joints [40].
Hence, a new method is necessary to evoke the co-activation in simulations and to allow the muscles to
pick their activations. There have been few studies to support co-activation while optimizing muscle forces.
Previous methods have required direct manual specification of co-activation levels, or have separated agonist
and antagonist muscle groups and run two optimizations to spread forces among muscles of each group [52].
To overcome these limitations we have developed a new technique to allow optimization of posture forces
without prescribing co-activation and without separating muscles.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Standard Static Optimization Formulation
Static optimization is a common approach to select muscle activations and forces that achieve a desired set
of joint torques. For a static equilibrium task, such as standing, a standard static optimization approach is
to minimize the sum of squared muscle activations subject to constraining joint accelerations to zero (so that
the model remains stationary). The objective function is formulated as follows:
f =
n∑
i=1
a2i (3.1)
where ai is the activation (between 0 and 1) of the muscle number i and n is the number of muscles in the
model. The optimization is performed subject to the following constraint:
C1 = q¨ = 0 (3.2)
where, q¨ is a vector of acceleration of all the coordinates in the model. However, minimizing overall muscle
activation will result in limited muscle co-activation. Hence, a new constraint, in optimization formulation,
is needed to encourage the co-activation.
3.2.2 New Constraints to Encourage Co-activation
In order to achieve a static optimization result that includes co-activation, a new objective function was
formulated. Instead of prescribing co-activation levels directly between agonist and antagonist groups, it was
desired to let co-activation happen while still minimizing the forces and letting the optimizer freely spread
forces among muscles. We chose joint stiffness as a constraint in optimization formulation as a potentially
valuable approach to encourage the agonist and antagonist muscle activations. To this end, we formulated an
additional constraint term to the optimization problem that included a target joint stiffness. The additional
constraint was formulated as follows:
C2 = ka − k∗ = 0 (3.3)
where ka is the measured stiffness of the joint and k
∗ is the target stiffness (desired stiffness of the target
joint). This new formulation was used to encourage co-activation while the activation of the muscles were
minimized. By using joint stiffness as an intermediate variable to encourage co-activation, it was possible to
achieve muscle co-activation at different levels while satisfying all constraints in the problem. The level of
co-activation in muscles can be controlled by the target stiffness which was defined in the optimizer.
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3.2.3 Numerical Approach to Measure Joint Stiffness
Since our static optimization approach now includes a term for joint stiffness we needed a method to measure
the actual joint stiffness, (ka), directly from the model, after applying muscle activations. OpenSim does not
provide joint stiffness as an output, but it is possible to measure joint torques and angles from the model.
Hence, joint stiffness was measured using finite differences. Joint stiffness is defined as:
ka =
∆τ
∆q
(3.4)
where τ denotes the target joint torque and q is the target joint coordinate. To measure stiffness, the
joint was perturbed by the amount ∆q = 1 × 10−6 rad. The joint torque was measured before and after
perturbation. τ and q were measured directly using the OpenSim built-in properties; the ratio of change in
torque to change in coordinate resulted in stiffness of the joint.
3.2.4 Analytical Approach to Measure Joint Stiffness
An alternative approach could be taken to measure the joint stiffness. This approach was obtained by
expanding Equation 3.4 to eliminate the need for numerical perturbation of the coordinate. Hence, it is
computationally more efficient in comparison to the numerical approach, and would increase the optimization
speed.
ka =
∂rT
∂q
F + rTKDr (3.5)
Equation 3.5 was used to map the stiffness of the system to the joint stiffness [37]. F is the vector of
forces acting on the target joint in the system and r is the vector of moment arms of those forces. We used
OpenSim‘s MomentArmSolver to compute the moment arms and moment arm derivatives. KD = diag(K)
is diagonal matrix of K, and K is the vector of stiffness of acting forces.
3.3 Evaluations
3.3.1 Verification of Numerical Approach to Measure Stiffness
The analytical approach (Equation 3.5) is derived from the definition of the stiffness. Hence, it can be used to
certify the new method for measuring the joint stiffness (numerical approach). To this end, two test models
were developed: 1) rotational spring at the joint, and 2) muscle-like springs connected to the body. For the
first one, model implemented with one rigid body connected to ground with a single joint and one Degree
of Freedom (DOF). A bushing force (with 3 rotational and 3 translational stiffnesses) was added at joint
(Figure 3.1a). To verify, all the stiffnesses were set to zero except one rotational stiffness at the direction
of joint’s rotation (Z direction). We explicitly set the stiffness in the bushing force and then compared this
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value to the measured joint stiffness using the numerical perturbation method (Equation 3.4). We examined
the stiffness for a set of different stiffness configurations from -10 to 10 Nm/rad (with the step of 1 Nm/rad)
Figure 3.1: Model for testing stiffness measurement method with one rigid body (yellow block), a
1 DOF joint (located at the origin of the coordinate frame) and a bushing force at the joint (a) or
2 springs (green lines) (b). The models were used to test the numerical perturbation and analytical
methods for measuring the joint stiffness.
A second model with two springs was used to evaluate the analytical equation for joint stiffness. To
this end, we removed the bushing force from the joint and added two symmetric springs to the model
(Figure 3.1b). To test this model, lengths of the springs were both fixed and did not change during the test.
Then we increased stiffness of both springs from 0 to 1000 Nm (with the step of 100 Nm). The measured
stiffness using numerical method was compared to the stiffness that calculated using the analytical method
(equation 3.5) and reported in the result section.
3.3.2 Evaluation of New Static Optimization
A simplified upper arm model with a one DOF elbow joint was used to test new formulation (Figure 3.2).
The shoulder was locked to have a simple model with just one coordinate (the elbow angle). Muscles in
this model include the Short Head Biceps Brachii (Biceps-Short), Long Head Biceps Brachii (Biceps-Long),
Brachioradialis (BRA), Long Head Triceps Brachii (TRI-Long), Lateral Head Triceps Brachii (TRI-Lat), and
Medial Head Triceps Brachii (TRI-Med) (see Appendix B). Target stiffness at elbow was varied from 0.5 to 8
Nm/rad. For each target stiffness, the optimization was run in order to find the minimum set of activations
to achieve target stiffness and zero acceleration at the elbow.
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Figure 3.2: Arm model with 1 DOF at elbow and 6 supporting muscles: Short Head Biceps Brachii
(Biceps-Short), Long Head Biceps Brachii (Biceps-Long), Brachioradialis (BRA), Long Head Triceps
Brachii (TRI-Long), Lateral Head Triceps Brachii (TRI-Lat), and Medial Head Triceps Brachii (TRI-
Med)
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Joint Stiffness Measurement
Our result regarding the measurement of the joint stiffness (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4) supports the accuracy of
the numerical method described in section 3.2.3. Figure 3.3 shows the target stiffness versus measured stiffness
using numerical approach for the model with bushing force (Figure 3.1 a). For this model, the Mean Square
Error (MSE) for measured stiffness and target stiffness is 3.84 × 10−18(Nm/rad)2 when dq = 1 × 10−6rad
was chosen.
For the model with two springs (Figure 3.1 b), measured stiffness using numerical approach is the same
as the stiffness computed using analytical approach (described in section 3.2.4) at the joint. The MSE for
measured and analytical stiffness for this model was 4.99×10−8(Nm/rad)2 when dq = 1×10−6rad is chosen.
Figure 3.4 shows results of these measurements. Overall our findings indicate that the perturbation method
is a reliable mean to measure joint stiffness.
3.4.2 Static Optimization with Target Joint Stiffness
The result of our new static optimization with the arm model for the range of 0.5 to 8Nm/rad target elbow
stiffnesses shows an increase in combined activation of agonist and antagonist muscles (Figure 3.5).
Some muscles, such as Biceps-Long, and TRI-Long, were not significantly affected when the elbow stiffness
increased. Other muscles, in both groups, such as Biceps-Short and TRI-Med provided more force and had
more effect on the elbow stiffness. Figure 3.5, also demonstrates that some muscles reached their maximum
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Figure 3.3: Measured (solid line) and target stiffness (strike) of model with bushing force against the
joint torque.
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the joint torque.
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Figure 3.5: Six muscle activations in both groups of elbow flexors and extensors. Forcing the elbow
stiffness to increase results in higher activation in both groups of muscles, which in fact represents the
co-activation of muscles.
activation at the target stiffness of 8Nm/rad: Biceps-Short is maxed out, and TRI-Med is close to be fully
activated.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Joint Stiffness Measurement
Although OpenSim is a powerful biomechanical simulation toolkit that offers a variety of analysis techniques,
there are many metrics that OpenSim does not provide as a built-in feature. Stiffness of the joint is one such
a metric for which there is no built-in measurement method. However, it is possible to extend the API to
measure these new parameters. In this thesis, we implemented two methods to measure the joint stiffness. A
numerical method as well as an analytical method was implemented and verified. Our finding demonstrates
that both methods are accurate and could be used in different situations. Based on the problem, either of
these methods could be more efficient than the other one. For a model with fixed posture (and constant
moment arms) the analytical approach could be better solution, because moment arms and moment arm
derivatives can be computed one time and used. The numerical approach, on the other hand, is better suited
for situations when the posture and, consequently, the moment arms are constantly changing, such as for
dynamic movements like walking.
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3.5.2 Underestimated stiffness Range
The arm model optimization showed that increasing the stiffness of the elbow, successfully resulted in a
higher co-activation in agonist and antagonist muscles. In this model, six muscles are provided to support
the elbow movement. Biceps-Short, TRI-Long, TRI-Lat, TRI-Med muscles provide more forces while the
Biceps-Long, and BRA are less affected. Setting target stiffness to 8 Nm/rad, Biceps-Short is in its maximum
activation and TRI-Med is close to its maximum activation, which would suggest that it might not be feasible
to increase elbow stiffness to higher levels, for the arm model. This level of stiffness is considerably lower than
those have been measured in experimental studies [5, 51]. [51] reported that elbow stiffness is between 0 and
150 Nm/rad for elbow flexion torques ranging from 0 to 20 Nm. We expect that the highly underestimated
elbow stiffness is due to the muscle model which was employed, the Hill-type muscle model [39].
The stiffness of the Hill-type muscle model is known to be lower than experimental measurements, because
it does not capture the intrinsic stiffness of the muscle tissue [67]. It is suggested that endpoint elbow stiffness
can be estimated from the Short Range Stiffness (SRS) of a muscle [28]. The stiffness of their model closely
matched experimental measurements reported by previous studies [5, 51]. Also, SRS model is integrated into
the knee muscles and provided a model to estimate the knee stiffness verified with experimental data for the
knee stiffness [52]. We believe the measured elbow stiffness using the perturbation method, which was used
to satisfy the stiffness constraint in the optimization, is highly diminished because of the Hill-type muscle
model. It would be beneficial to integrate the SRS model to OpenSim and use that in the optimization,
which is described in the following chapter.
3.5.3 Co-activation with Lower Extremity Model
In this chapter, we used the arm model as a toy model to test the novel optimization formulation. However,
employing a more complex model with more DOFs and several muscle groups seems to be necessary. Hence,
we opted to use the lower extremity model (Figure 2.1). Our work would benefit from using this model in
many ways. First, after optimizing the model and co-activating the muscles, we will be able to run posture
simulation and examine the effect of co-activation on the stance stability. To date, a muscle model with the
intrinsic SRS has not been used in forward simulations. In chapter 5, we will describe our method for the
postural stability test.
Second, there are several bi-articular muscles in most joints of the human body. Increasing the stiffness
of a single joint might have an effect on the other joints mainly due to bi-articular muscles. Analyzing our
optimization technique with a more complex model would provide sufficient evidence for such a case. In
Chapter 4, we will employ the lower extremity model by targeting the knee stiffness. Optimizing the knee
stiffness in the lower extremity model would enable us to study the effect of higher knee stiffness due to the
co-activation of muscles on the other joints. For instance, the Medial Gastrocnemius muscle is a bi-articular
muscle between the knee and the ankle. Also, the Rectus Femoris muscle is coupled to the knee and the hip.
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Therefore, this muscle will be affected by the knee stiffness. Tracking other joints’ stiffnesses and muscle
activation will provide us the ability to investigate the effect of co-activation of knee muscles on the other
joints (the hip and the ankle).
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Chapter 4
Short Range Stiffness
Chapter 3 described the existence, and benefits of co-activation patterns of muscles in biomechanical tasks
that the human body performs, but previous formulations of optimization ignored muscle co-activation. As
discussed in chapter 3, joint stiffness can be used as an intermediate variable to encourage co-activation.
However, the Hill-type muscle model, which was employed in the model, was a restriction. This is an issue
because the stiffness of the joints is dominated by the stiffness of muscles and mainly by intrinsic muscle
stiffness, the so called Short Range Stiffness (SRS).
This chapter describes implementation of a muscle model that captures the intrinsic stiffness of the muscle,
as well as how this model could be integrated into the new optimization formulation. This muscle model
will be used in our simulations of postural stability in chapter 5. We will refer to this muscle model as
the SRSMuscle. Employing the SRSMuscle model could be a huge improvement to the overall stability of
the model, but has its limitations. These limitations will be discussed in detail in the discussion section
(section 4.5).
4.1 Introduction
Stiffness of the Hill-type muscle model is known to be less than the stiffness of muscle in the human body.
While some passive structures, like ligaments, contribute to joint stiffness, the stiffness in the direction that
joints move is due primarily to muscle-induced stiffness. Moreover, during static equilibrium, muscle stiffness
is dominated by the short range stiffness of muscle tissue [52, 28]. SRS is the initial response of the muscle to
sudden change, and mainly lasts for a small amount of change in muscle fiber length [54]. Since an accurate
model is required to capture the intrinsic stiffness, it is necessary to implement the SRSMuscle model in
OpenSim.
This chapter describes the following methods that have been used. First, we will present our implemen-
tation of the SRSMuscle model in OpenSim. Stiffness of this muscle model was verified, and it will be used
in chapter 5 in forward simulations. Second, we will describe the implementation of the SRS estimation in
our optimization to satisfy the stiffness constraint (Equation 3.3). In this way, optimization can be used
with a model that uses the Hill-type muscle model, while at the same time benefiting from SRS modeling to
estimate the joint stiffness. An analytical approach is used to map muscle stiffness to joint stiffness.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 SRSMuscle Model
The SRSMuscle class was implemented by extending the PathSpring actuator in OpenSim. SRSMuscle class
needs to redefine two methods. First, the new class should define a new method for stiffness assignment.
Recently, a theoretical model of SRS has been proposed, whereby a muscle fiber’s stiffness, kM is proportional
to the active muscle force and the inverse of the optimal fiber length ( [12]):
kM =
γfM
l◦M
(4.1)
where fM is the active muscle fiber force and l
◦
M is optimal length of the muscle fiber and γ is a constant
equal to 23.4 [12]. The value of fm and l
◦
M are extracted from the Hill-type muscle model. Equation 4.1 was
used to calculate stiffness for SRSMuscle.
Second, we need to have a new method in order to set the force of the SRSMuscle. To do so, muscle length
can be initialized in a way to produce the force intended. Equation 4.2 describes this length calculation.
lo = l − f
kM
(4.2)
When the force of SRSMuscle is known, the actuator resting length (lo) can be calculated using the
Equation 4.2. The length (l) depends on posture of the model.
4.2.2 SRS Implementation in Optimization
Equation 4.1 describes the SRS of a muscle. The overall stiffness of a musculotendon unit, kMT can be
estimated as the stiffness of the muscle fiber and the stiffness of the tendon in series (see Figure 2.9):
kMT =
kMkT
kM + kT
(4.3)
where kM is the muscle stiffness calculated using equation 4.1 and kT is the tendon stiffness. We used the
tendon stiffness provided in the Hill-type muscles of the OpenSim model which is adopted from Zajac (1989).
The joint stiffness can be estimated by accounting for all musculotendon units crossing the joint:
KMT =

kMT1 0 . . . 0
0 kMT2 . . . 0
...
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 kMTn
 (4.4)
ka =
∂rT
∂q
FMT + r
TKMTr (4.5)
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where kMTi is the musculotendinous stiffness of the i
th muscle, ka is the joint stiffness, r is the vector of
moment arms of the muscles, FMT is the vector of musculotendinous forces, and n is the number of muscles
in the model.
4.3 Evaluation
4.3.1 Evaluation of the Stiffness of SRSMuscle Model
The SRSMuscle is designed to address the issue of underestimated stiffness in the Hill-type muscle model.
Hence, the SRSMuscle was validated by measuring the knee stiffness in our lower extremity model at different
levels of applied knee extension torques, using the analytical method, and comparing it to experimental
measurements reported by [52]. We performed standard static-optimization (minimizing the sum of squared
muscle activations) with a target knee flexion torque excluding gravity in the range of -40 to 60 Nm, according
to the [52] protocol. Since the data for this experiment does not include co-activation, we excluded antagonist
muscles for both flexion and extension phase. To match the experimental setup of a participant sitting in an
reclined posture with a bent knee, the knee angle in our model was set to 60 degrees and back resting angle
was set to 15 degrees. The hip extension angle was also set to 90 degrees to match the protocol proposed
in [52]. Additionally, We measured active knee stiffness (ka) by only using active fiber forces. Then, we
verified the stiffness of our model by comparing it to experimental data.
4.3.2 Evaluation of the SRS Static Optimization with Lower Extremity Model
We performed optimization for target stiffnesses in the knee from 150 to 900 Nm/rad with 50 Nm/rad step
using the model with the Hill-type muscles and with the formulation described in sections 3.2.1 and 4.2.2.
We measured muscle forces and activations for different levels of target knee stiffness. We also compared
the actual stiffness of the knee joint — measured by the analytical method — in SRS model to our target
stiffness.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 SRSMuscle Model Evaluation Results
Figure 4.1 shows the measured stiffness of the knee in the model with the Hill-type muscles in blue, model
with SRSMuscle in red and experimental data collected from the [52] in green. As can be seen, the Hill-type
muscle model does not provide sufficient stiffness. So, the stiffness of model which uses this muscle model is
low compared to the experimental results. However, the SRSMuscle model has improved stiffness, the amount
of stiffness has error compared to the experimental data. Mean Percentage Error (MPE) for extension phase
is 6.26% and MPE is 9.89% for flexion phase verification. Stiffness of the mode with Hill-type muscle was
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measured for extension phase (positive torques) of the verification and MPE for this model is 90.5%. MPE
for felxion phase was 66.92%.
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Figure 4.1: Active knee joint stiffness versus applied knee flexion/extension torque for models of
Hill-type muscle (Hill; blue), Short-Range- Stiffness muscle (SRS; red), and experimental results ( [52]
green)
4.4.2 SRS Static Optimization Evaluation Results
Figure 4.2 shows the activation of nine selected muscles for all different levels of target stiffness. We opted to
show result of these muscles because these muscles are activated more than 10% at the highest stiffness level.
Our static optimization results exhibited broad recruitment of lower extremity muscles to achieve additional
knee stiffness. In total we tested 16 levels of target knee stiffness, and at each step activation increased
between agonist and antagonist muscles of knee as well as muscles that span the ankle and hip. Interestingly,
the per-step increase in muscle activation was not uniform across lower extremity muscles or within each
muscle: certain steps in target stiffness resulted in larger steps in activation than others, and some muscles
decreased in activation as stiffness increased.
To illustrate the co-activation of antagonist muscles, we grouped muscles corresponding to knee, hip, and
ankle flexion/extension, and plotted the average muscle forces in each group for all levels of target stiffness.
Figure 4.3 shows the results of average muscle forces for these groups. The groups are the hip flexors, hip
extensors, knee flexors, knee extensors, ankle dorsi-flexors, and ankle plantar-flexors. These results show that
increasing target stiffness in the knee elevates forces of agonist and antagonist muscles of the knee. Another
interesting finding is the concomitant increase in the joint stiffness of the hip and ankle with an increase in
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Figure 4.2: Muscle activations for increasing levels of target knee stiffness (blue to red). Muscles
with greater than 10% activation at the highest stiffness level are shown, including Tibialis Anterior
(tib-ant), Medial Gastrocnemius (med-gas), Vastus Intermedius (vas-int), Rectus Femoris (rect-fem),
Psoas Major (psoas), Sartorius (sar), Short Head Biceps Femoris (bifemsh), and Long Head Biceps
Femoris (bifemlh) muscles.
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the knee stiffness. Highest target stiffness of the knee was 900 Nm/rad in which maximum muscle activation
where 60%. Figure 4.4 presents measured stiffness of the hip and ankle in red and blue, respectively. This
plot suggests that increasing the target knee stiffness to 900 Nm/rad would result in 625 and 552 Nm/rad
stiffnesses in the hip and ankle.
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Figure 4.4: Hip (blue), Knee (green), and ankle (red) stiffness versus target knee stiffness.
We also validated the knee stiffness by measuring it with the analytical method for both models with
Hill-type muscles and model with SRSMuscles after optimization to see if the knee stiffness hits the target
stiffness. Figure 4.5 demonstrates stiffness of the model with Hill-type muscles in blue and SRSMuscles in
red. Our finding shows that the measured stiffness in the knee matches the target stiffness set to the knee,
in optimization, for the model with SRSMuscles. On the other hand, the model with Hill-type muscles
demonstrates less measured stiffness compared to the target stiffness.
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Figure 4.5: Knee stiffness was measured directly using the analytical method for the model with
Hill-type muscles (blue) and the model with SRSMuscles (red). Asterisks denote the target stiffness
at each level.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Verification of the Knee Stiffness
The SRSMuscle model was implemented into OpenSim to imrpove the realism of joint stiffness in the model.
To test stiffness range in our model, we compared it to experimental data reported in [52]. To this end, we
chose a set of target knee flexion torques and calculated the minimum activations to achieve this torque in the
knee. Our findings show that the model with SRSMuscle at 16 degrees of knee flexion has closer stiffness to
experimental data which is taken from [52] while stiffness in Hill-type muscle model is highly underestimated.
There is some descrepancy in our model for knee stiffness compared to the experimental data. Stiffness in
the model with SRSMuscle is underestimated for extension torques, while it is a bit more stiff for flexion
torques. We believe these errors in stiffness in our model are due to a different number of muscles and the
muscle model, compared to the paper. Optimization would result in a different set of muscle forces that can
cause differences in the stiffness of the joint.
4.5.2 Measured Stiffness of Knee vs. Target Stiffness
Measured stiffness using the analytical method denotes actual stiffness of the model during simulation.
Measured stiffness of the knee for both models (model with Hill-type and SRSMuscles) is plotted in Figure 4.5
against target stiffness. The SRS model has a stiffness in the knee, that matches the target stiffness, which
was set in optimization. However, the model with the Hill-type muscles provides less stiffness. This is
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because of underestimated stiffness of each Hill-type muscle, which results in a huge error in the stiffness of
corresponding joint.
4.5.3 Co-activation of the Muscle Groups
Our results (Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3) demonstrate some higher activation in the agonist and antagonist muscles
of the knee, while the knee stiffness is increased. Both knee flexors and extensors reached higher muscle
activations and forces in higher knee stiffnesses. We started from 150 Nm/rad because this is almost the
minimum stiffness which is measured in the knee while the model is optimized to stand with the minimum
possible activations. We continued to increase target stiffness of the knee until the maximum muscle activation
reached 60%. However, the muscle activation can get as far as 100%, it might cause some injuries to muscle
fibers and is not in the physiological range which muscle acts in. Though, muscle damage can happen due
to high active muscle strain [33], muscle strains due to excessive tension in musculotendon unit is a general
agreement [20]. This excessive tension can happen in higher activation of the muscle.
Increasing target knee stiffness not only increases activations of agonist and antagonist muscles in the
knee, but also the same thing happened in the hip and the ankle which caused higher stiffness in those joints
(Figure 4.4). This might suggest that increasing the stiffness of one joint in isolation is not possible mainly
due to bi-articular muscles. For instance, the Med-Gas muscle is a bi-articular muscle coupled to both the
knee and the ankle joints. Increasing the knee stiffness would increase activation of this muscle. Therefore,
more activation is needed in the ankle dorsi-flexion muscle group to preserve model’s stability (Med-Gas is
a muscle connected to the back of the ankle and provides plantar flexion). Hence, Tib-Ant provides higher
activation. This results in higher forces in the ankle plantar-flexion and ankle dorsi-flexion muscle groups
and higher ankle stiffness, while only the knee stiffness is targeted. The same circumstance happens in the
hip and results in higher hip stiffness.
Given the new patterns of muscle co-activation in stance that were found as a result of our static op-
timization simulations and the realistic levels of knee stiffness elicited in the model, we are interested in
assessing how these factors affect postural stability of the model, which is the focus of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Postural Stability
Our new formulation of static optimization provides the ability to encourage co-activation of agonist and
antagonist muscles. Our new SRSMuscle model in OpenSim permits us to simulate muscles with accurate
intrinsic stiffness. In this chapter, we apply these new modeling technique to assess the main scientific
hypothesis of the thesis. We hypothesized that higher joint stiffness will lead to higher postural stability;
therefore, it would be beneficial to investigate the stability of the model under this new criterion. In this
chapter, we will examine the effect of muscle co-activation on postural stability of a standing model under
different perturbations.
In the method section, the model configuration and simulation environment are described. Also, the
way in which the stability of the model is measured with a stability index and overall stability is described.
These stability metrics allow us to determine the stability of the model and provide a means to compare the
stability of one model configuration against others. The results section compares the stability of the base
model (model with minimum activations and minimum knee stiffness) with Hill-type muscles against model
with higher stiffness in the knee. The same comparison in model with SRSMuscle was made. Results are
interpreted and discussed in the discussion section, along with the limitations of this study.
5.1 Introduction
The way in which a person stands, i.e. a person’s posture, could have an effect on their stability. Previous
musculoskeletal simulations studies have suggested that a more crouched posture could lead to a more stable
model [63]. They tested stability under four different postures of 1, 16, 30, and 45 degrees of flexion in the
knee. Their study confirms that a model has higher stability at more degrees of knee flexion. Though, a
model with 30 degrees of flexion have higher stability. In this study, we explore an alternative question:
does the intrinsic stiffness of muscles and the pattern of muscle recruitment significantly affect one’s postural
stability. We use a similar simulation framework as [63], and the model configuration with a neutral 16
degrees of knee flexion. This model configuration was chosen instead of the model with a crouched stance (30
or 45 degrees in the knee) because it is a natural amount of knee flexion for relaxed standing. It is feasible
to choose this level of mild crouch stance for training of people with impaired stability, such as people with
Parkinson or older adults with poor balance.
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The postural stability of the model is expected to increase by increasing the stiffness of the knee. This
high stability could be the result of more stable and stiffer knee against perturbations. Results from [16]
and our results from chapters 3 and 4 provided sufficient evidence that higher stiffness at joint would lead to
higher co-activation of corresponding muscles. Therefore, higher co-activation was achieved by increasing co-
activation of agonist and antagonist muscles of this joint. The intrinsic stiffness of muscle, due to SRS, could
play an important role in postural stability. Standard musculoskeletal models, that use Hill-type muscles,
should have less stability under perturbations due to lack of intrinsic stiffness, as compared to a model that
benefits from SRS. Hence, a new model with the SRS feature is needed to enable the experiment. In the
method section, we will describe the creation and setup steps of two models (one with Hill-type muscles, and
another with SRSMuscles) and will study the following conditions: 1) Stability of a model with Hill-type
muscles with and without co-activation, and 2) Stability of a model with SRSMuscles with and without
co-activation.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 HILL-Model and SRS-Model
Model which has been described in the lower extremity model section in chapter 2 was used with a posture
determined by optimization. To find the posture, the knee angle was fixed at 16 degrees, and an optimization
was performed to calculate the angles of the other joints (coordinates). To this end, the objective was
to minimize the forces to keep the model upright and to put center-of-mass (COM) and center-of-pressure
(COP) of the model close to the center of the foot. The residual force in the pelvis was constrained to zero.
Convergence tolerance and constraint tolerance were 1e-14 and 1e-4 respectively. Inverse dynamics was used
in the objective function to determine the forces that were being minimized. This optimization provided
values for joint coordinates to be used as initial conditions in the rest of the study for following coordinates:
pelvis, hip, ankle, and subtalar joint. Coordinate values are list in Table 5.1.
Using these initial values for coordinates along with Hill-type muscles provided the basic model for posture
simulations, which we will refer to it as HILL-Model. Furthermore, these initial posture is used in combination
with SRSMuscle that we will refer to it as SRS-Model.
5.2.2 Base Model Configuration
Base HILL-Model was defined as follows. Minimum activations were calculated to keep the model stationary
and the muscles in the HILL-Model are initialized with these activations. We will refer to this model
configuration as the base HILL-Model and to the stability of this model as the base HILL-Model stability.
Base SRS-Model and its stability were defined in the same way. We collected forces, fiber lengths, and
optimal fiber lengths from Hill-type muscles. Then we initialized each muscle of base SRS-Model as described
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Value (degrees)
Pelvis Tilt = -1.2
Rotation = 0
Hip Flexion = 6.8
Adduction = -3
Rotation = -2
Knee Flexion = 16
Ankle Flexion = 9.31
Subtalar Rotation = 9.58
Table 5.1: Initial coordinate values
in section 4.2.1.
5.2.3 Co-Activation Model Configurations
We had 16 target stiffnesses in the knee from 150 to 900 Nm/rad which were performed in chapter 4. For
each target stiffness a set of muscle activations and consequently a set of muscle forces was calculated which
we will refer to these sets by the target stiffness that was used to calculate them. We had the HILL-Model
with 16 sets of activations corresponding to 16 levels of target knee stiffness which provides data to test
stability HILL-Model with 16 different sets of activations. The muscle forces for each set of activations were
then also used for SRS-Model. We used these muscle activation/force sets to initialize muscles in the model
when setting up for the stability simulations.
5.2.4 Simulation with Perturbation
To test the stability of each model configuration, we shifted the support platform upon which the model was
standing and measured how long it took for the model to fall. The support platform was displaced by a
smooth step function acting for 0.25 seconds with a magnitude of displacement ranging from -50 to 50 cm
(backwards and forwards). The support platform is a square platform that is located under the model, and
the model stands in the middle of the platform with contact forces under each foot. To perform stability
tests, we used forward simulation with a Runge-Kutta-Merson Integrator with an accuracy of 1× 10−9 and
maximum step size of 0.01.
5.2.5 Stability Index
For each perturbation the test is performed in the time range of -0.25 to 2 seconds. The perturbation occurs
between -0.25 to 0 seconds. For each perturbation, time-to-fall of the model was measured as the time that
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it takes the COM of the model to move outside of its BOS. This leads to 16 different time-to-falls under
different speeds for each model configuration. Situations with time-to-fall equal to 2 seconds or higher be
considered as stable and simulations were terminated. Following previous work [63], we mapped time-to-fall
to a numeric stability index as follows:
S =

0 T ≤ 0
1− e−T 2 0 < T < 2
1 T ≥ 2
(5.1)
In equation 5.1, S is stability index and T is time-to-fall. Stability index provides a number between zero
and one: zero means the model fell immediately, one means model stayed upright for more than two seconds,
and for the rest of the simulations, where model falls somewhere between zero and two seconds, the stability
index will be greater than zero and less than one.
5.2.6 Overall Stability
To measure an overall postural stability across perturbations for a single test, we plotted stability index
against perturbation magnitude and measured the area under the curve. This would be the overall stability
of the model under all perturbations which leads to a single number that can be used as a measure of the
model’s Overall Stability (OS) under the specific configuration. Using OS it would be more feasible to study
the effect of increased co-activation on both models. Zero OS means a model that falls in all perturbations and
higher OS indicates higher stability. Furthermore, using this method makes it easier to make a comparison
between the overall stability of the two models (HILL-Model and SRS-Model) when those models are initiated
with the same activation sets.
5.3 Results
In this section, we will demonstrate stability index as well as the OS change in each model while knee
stiffness and muscle co-activation increased. Furthermore, we will compare the stability change in both Hill
and SRS-Models in the presence and absence of muscle co-activation.
Figure 5.1 (top) shows the stability index curve against perturbation for base HILL-Model and HILL-
Model with 200 to 900 Nm/rad stiffness in the knee with 50 Nm/rad step. Figure 5.1 (bottom) presents the
stability index curve for the base SRS-Model and the SRS-Model with a stiffness of 200 to 900 in the knee
with 50 Nm/rad step.
Figure 5.2 shows the stability of the HILL-Model (blue) and SRS-Model (red) at the range of 150 to
900 Nm/rad target knee stiffness. This provides the ability to compare the two HILL and SRS-Models with
the same amount of co-activation. Overall Stability of both models is increased when target knee stiffness
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Figure 5.1: Stability index versus anteroposterior perturbation magnitude for HILL-Model (top) and
SRS-Model (bottom) for increasing levels of target knee stiffness (light to dark lines). Higher stability
index is more stable.
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increased. While HILL-Models stability increases smoothly by increasing the target stiffness, SRS-Model has
a jump in stability between target stiffness of 550 and 600 Nm/rad in the knee.
Overall stability is 0.24 for the base HILL-Model and 0.69 for the HILL-Model with the highest knee
stiffness. Base SRS-Model and SRS-Model with 900 Nm/rad stiffness in the knee presents 0.91 and 1.28
OS, respectively. While increasing knee stiffness in HILL-Model from 150 to 900 Nm/rad, almost tripled
the overall stability, it has less effect on the SRS-Model (overall stability increased 40% by increasing knee
stiffness from 150 to 900 Nm/rad).
Figure 5.2: Overall stability plotted for all 16 levels of target knee stiffness (ranging from 150 to 900
Nm/rad) for the HILL-Model (blue) and the SRS-Model (red).
5.4 Discussion
Our simulation results demonstrate that both intrinsic stability due to short range stiffness of the muscle
and joint stiffness elicited by muscle co-activation contribute to the stability of the standing posture. The
HILL-Model exhibited a smooth increase in overall stability across target knee stiffness levels. The SRS-
Model, however, exhibited a large jump in the curve between 600 and 650 Nm/rad for target knee stiffness
(Figure 5.2). By examining the muscle activations for each target stiffness, we found a shift in recruitment
strategy whereby the Rectus Femoris muscle activation increased substantially between the 550 and 600
Nm/rad target levels (Figure 4.2). Rectus Femoris is a bi-articular knee flexor and therefore this result
suggests that an increase in this muscle had a particularly important effect on postural stability, which is
consistent with previous work suggesting bi-articular muscles may play an important stabilizing role [9].
Our goal was to investigate effect of intrinsic stability through simulation, but the absence of reflexes and
postural responses in our model prevents us to extend this approach and investigate the overall stability that
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includes responses. There are previous studies on including reflexes into simplified posture models and tuning
velocity and length gains to match experimental data [56]. However, due to delays in responses from the
nervous system, intrinsic stability still plays an important role in stabilizing the body. It becomes even more
important when responses are impaired or more delayed due to the aging or other reasons. Incorporating
reflex and postural responses into a biomechanical simulation of support platform perturbations is planned
as future work.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion & Future Work
This thesis described a novel formulation for static optimization to encourage muscle co-activation, as well
as a new muscle model to capture the intrinsic stiffness of muscle fibers. Moreover, the new muscle model
was integrated into the lower extremity model, which was used in forward simulations for assessing postural
stability. This chapter will give an overview of the thesis contributions and highlight potential directions for
future work.
6.1 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized into four main areas: 1) a new formulation for static
optimization, 2) development of a new muscle model, SRSMuscle in OpenSim, 3) implementation of a new
technique to measure joint stiffness in OpenSim, and 4) a detailed analysis of the postural stability of a
musculoskeletal model with/without muscle co-activation and with/without instrinsic muscle stiffness.
6.1.1 Static Optimization
Static optimization takes the results of Inverse Dynamics (ID) — net joint torques — as an input and
distributes them among the muscles by minimizing an objective function subject to some constraints. Net
joint torque and maximum muscle forces are usually equality and non-equality constraints of the problem,
respectively. The objective function could be muscle forces, muscle stresses (physiological energy), or muscle
activations. Regardless of the objective function selection, traditional static optimization does not estimate
muscle forces correctly in the presence of the muscle co-activation. This is because it spreads net joint
moment among agonist muscles, while minimizing forces of antagonist muscles.
Our formulation of static optimization adds a new equality constraint — the joint stiffness — in order to
elicit muscle co-activation. Besides, it allows a controlled level of co-activation among muscles by controlling
the stiffness of the joint, rather than requiring manual prescription of co-activation level. This new formu-
lation is a general purpose formulation that can be used by other researchers interested in analyzing human
movmeents that include muscle co-activation. It can be applied to a multi-joint model optimization and
eliminates the need for electromyography measurements to inform how much to spread joint torques among
muscles in the presence of co-activation.
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6.1.2 SRSMuscle Model
Muscles are responsible for producing motion in the human body by applying forces to bones that, in turn,
cause joints to move. Hence, for physics based simulation purposes, an accurate muscle model is necessary.
Hill-type muscle model is one of the models that has been introduced and implemented in OpenSim, and
widely used in a lot of studies. However, this muscle model, has been known to underestimate the stiffness
of muscle. We created a new muscle model that captures intrinsic short range stiffness of a physiological
muscle, and can be used in posture simulations. The new muscle model is an extension to the PathSpring
force model in OpenSim. This new muscle model is sufficient to be used in the stance simulations and is
integrated into the lower extremity model.
We evaluated this model using the experimental setup protocol from [52]. Knee muscles were optimized
to produce extension torque ranging from -40 to 60 Nm/rad and the stiffness of the joint was calculated and
compared to model in [52]. Despite differences between our model and the model in [52], the knee stiffness
found with our SRSMuscle model corresponded well with experimental data.
6.1.3 Joint Stiffness
Joint stiffness is the extent to which a joint can resist an applied force. To date, OpenSim does not provide
a built-in method to measure the joint stiffness. The stiffness of the joint can be measured both numerically
and analytically. Since both methods could be computationally efficient in different situations, we developed
both methods and verified our implementation by applying it to a simplified model with a single joint and
one to four actuators. Since, moment arms and moment arms derivatives are required for the analytical
approach, this approach is efficient when the posture of the model is constant and only the joint torques
are being changed. On the other hand, the numerical method is computationally efficient when the posture
of the model is constantly changing. That is the case, because numerical approach, to measure the joint
stiffness, does not require the moment arm derivative as a direct input.
6.1.4 Posture Simulations
Postural stability, the ability to stand without falling, could be affected by many internal (e.g. sway, breathing,
etc.) and external factors (perturbations). In this thesis, we hypothesized that higher co-activation among
leg muscles could lead to higher stability. We had some obstacles in our way before testing this hypothesis.
Our first three contributions in this thesis dealt with these obstacles to provide the ability to investigate this
assumption. In the last part of this thesis, we created an environment to test stance stability. To this end,
we shifted platform beneath the model with different amplitudes and measured time-to-fall for each case.
Time-to-falls are converted to stability indexes. This gave us ability to compare total stability of different
model configurations (for instance different co-activation levels). Our results from this section supported our
hypothesis that higher co-activation and joint stiffness can lead to higher postural stability.
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6.2 Future Work
There are multiple possible research directions that could improve our contributions in this thesis. In this
section, we will discuss a few of the limitations in our model and approach. Further studies in these areas
could be a huge enhancement to our work.
6.2.1 SRSMuscle Model
The SRSMuscle that has been discussed in this thesis is sufficient to be used in situations of static equilibrium.
This model has sufficient stiffness that enables us to use it for the purpose of this thesis. However, it is a
simple model for a muscle to be used in stance simulations and lacks other features of a promising muscle
model. An improvement to this model would be combining it with the Hill-type muscle model, which inherits
its features from both models. Such a muscle would function like a Hill-type muscle while benefiting from
SRSMuscle stiffness.
6.2.2 Reflex Controls
Reflex control is an impulse that is issued by the central nervous system to a muscle in order to maintain a
normal reflex action. Our model — the lower extremity model — lacks reflex controls that makes it unstable
when the reflexes are needed (for instance, when a big perturbation is applied to the model). Currently, the
model uses constant controls for muscles, which is sufficient to measure the intrinsic stability of the body.
But, for complicated tasks such as walking, the model would benefit from the reflex controllers. Hence,
adding these controllers to the model, could improve the stability of the model in both standing and walking
tasks.
6.2.3 Gait Simulations
In this thesis, we used the SRSMuscle model to capture the short range stiffness property of muscle tissue.
This is applicable to the stance because the muscles are in a static equilibrium and the length of the fibers
are not changing. In a circumstance like gait, when the muscle fiber length is constantly changing, the degree
to which the short range stiffness persists is not clear. Hence, the way in which the short range stiffness can
affect stability during walking is an open question. A further study is needed to answer this question and
could be performed as an extension of our stance perturbation simulation environment.
6.3 Conclusion
Our original hypothesis, stated that the higher muscle co-activation leads to the higher stance intrinsic
stability. In order to investigate this hypothesis, we needed a method to perform the static optimization in
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the presence of the co-activation. We have presented the development of new optimization formulation, which
employs the joint stiffness as an equality constraint to encourage co-activation among agonist and antagonist
muscles. Additionally, a new method was presented to measure joint stiffness.
The Hill-type muscle model was not sufficient for this purpose as a result of its underestimated stiffness.
Accordingly, the SRSMuscle model was implemented to conquer this issue. This model was used along with
the new optimization formulation to acquire different level of muscle co-activation for the model. Our results
showed that there is a correlation between co-activation of muscles and stance stability. Higher levels of
co-activation presented higher stability. Additionally, our results demonstrated that using the SRSMuscle
model introduces more stability compared to the Hill-type muscle model, when a same pattern of muscle
activations is used for the both muscle models.
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Appendix A
List of Muscles That Are Used in the Lower Extrem-
ity Model
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Muscle name Maximum
Force (N)
Optimal fiber
length (m)
Acting group(s)
Gluteus Medius I 1119 0.0535 Hip Abduction
Hip Flexion
Hip Internal Rota-
tion
Gluteus Medius II 873 0.0845 Hip Abduction
Gluteus Medius III 1000 0.0646 Hip Abduction
Hip External Rota-
tion
Hip Extension
Long Head Biceps Femoris 2700 0.109 Hip Extension
Hip Adduction
Knee Flexion
Short Head Biceps Femoris 804 0.173 Knee Flexion
Sartorius 156 0.52 Hip Abduction
Hip Flexion
Knee Flexion
Adductor MagnusII 2343 0.121 Hip Extension
Hip Adduction
Tensor fasciae latae 233 0.095 Hip Abduction
Hip Flexion
Hip Internal Rota-
tion
Pectineus 266 0.1 Hip Flexion
Hip Adduction
Gracilis 162 0.352 Hip Flexion
Hip Adduction
Knee Flexion
Gluteus MaximusI 573 0.142 Hip Abduction
Hip Extension
Gluteus MaximusII 819 0.147 Hip Extension
Gluteus MaximusIII 552 0.144 Hip Extension
Iliacus 1073 0.1 Hip Flexion
Hip Internal Rota-
tion
Psoas Major 1113 0.1 Hip Flexion
Hip Internal Rota-
tion
Quadriceps Femoris 381 0.054 Hip External Rota-
tion
Gemellus 164 0.024 Hip External Rota-
tion
Piriformis 444 0.026 Hip Abduction
Hip External Rota-
tion
Rectus Femoris 1169 0.114 Hip Flexion
knee Extension
Vastus Intermedius 5000 0.107 knee Extension
Medial Gastrocnemius 2500 0.09 Knee Flexion
Ankle Plantar-
Flexion
Table A.1: Muscles of the Lower Extremity Model
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Muscle name Maximum
Force (N)
Optimal fiber
length (m)
Acting group(s)
Soleus 4000 0.05 Ankle Plantar-
Flexion
Tibialis Posterior 3600 0.031 Ankle Plantar-
Flexion
Tibialis Anterior 3000 0.098 Ankle Dorsi-
Flexion
Erector Spinae 2500 0.12 Lumbar Extension
Internal Abdominal Obliques 900 0.1 Lumbar Flexion
External Abdominal Obliques 900 0.12 Lumbar Flexion
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Appendix B
List of Muscles That Are Used in the Arm Model
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Muscle name Maximum Force (N) Optimal fiber length (m) Acting group(s)
Long Head Triceps Brachii 798.52 0.134 elbow extensor
Lateral Head Triceps Brachii 624.3 0.1138 elbow extensor
Medial Head Triceps Brachii 624.3 0.1138 elbow extensor
Long Head Biceps Brachii 624.3 0.1157 elbow flexor
Short Head Biceps Brachii 435.56 0.1321 elbow flexor
Brachioradialis 987.26 0.0858 elbow flexor
Table B.1: Muscles of the Arm Model
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